First Berlin Conference on Asian Security  
(follow-up to 5th Europe-Northeast Asia Forum and 3rd Europe-Southeast Asia Forum)

Security Regionalism in the Asia-Pacific

Stiftung Wissenschaft und Politik (SWP) in co-operation with Federal Ministry of Defence and Centre for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS), Jakarta

Berlin, September 13-15, 2006

Venue: Stiftung Wissenschaft und Politik, Ludwigkirchplatz 3-4, D-10719 Berlin (Wilmersdorf), nearest underground station: Hohenzollemplatz (U3).

Contact: Friederike Wesner, Research Assistant (phone: ++49-30-88007-389); Petra Rettig, Conference Secretariat (phone: ++49-30-88007-121)

Accommodation for Speakers and Discussants: Hotel Concorde Berlin Kurfürstendamm, Augsburger Str. 41, D-10789 Berlin (phone: ++49-30-800-999-1521; fax: ++49-30-800-999-1515).


Wednesday, 13 September 2006

(1815 Bus departs from Hotel Park Inn; you will be met by SWP staff in hotel lobby)

1900 Welcome Dinner at restaurant, Hotel Concorde
Keynote speaker: Ambassador Andreas Michaelis, Director-General for Asian and Pacific Affairs, Federal Foreign Office

Thursday, 14 September 2006

(0845 Bus departs from Hotel Park Inn; 0915 from Hotel Concorde; please assemble in hotel lobby, you will be met by SWP staff)

0930 Opening Remarks
Volker Perthes, Director, SWP
Christian Schmidt, Parliamentary State Secretary, Federal Ministry of Defence
Clara Joewono, Deputy Director, CSIS
1000  **Session I: The Five Power Defence Arrangements**
chair: Volker Perthes  
speaker: Carlyle A. Thayer, Canberra  
discussant: Stephen Leong, Kuala Lumpur

1030  plenary debate

1100  *coffee break, SWP lobby*

1130  **Session II: US Maritime Security Initiatives**
chair: Jürgen Haacke, London  
speaker: Jonathan Pollack, Newport  
discussant: Benjamin Schreer, Berlin

1200  plenary debate

1230  *buffet lunch, SWP lobby*

1415  **Session III: Regional Maritime Security Initiatives**
chair: Jürgen Haacke  
speaker: Noel Morada, Quezon City  
discussant: Hideaki Kaneda, Tokyo

1445  plenary debate

1515  *coffee break, SWP lobby*

1545  **Session IV Six-Party Talks on the North Korean Nuclear Issue**
chair: Pan Guang, Shanghai  
speaker: James J. Walsh, Cambridge, Mass.  
discussant: Xu Weidi, Peking

1615  plenary debate

1645  **Session V: First and Second Tracks**
chair: Jean-Pierre Cabestan, Paris  
speaker (1): Tim Huxley, London, on the Shangrila-Discourse  
speaker (2): Tai Ming Cheung, San Diego, on the Northeast Asian  
Cooperation Dialogue

1715  plenary debate

1815  *bus departs from SWP to restaurant*

1900  *Dinner at restaurant, Park Inn. Keynote speaker: Gilbert Rozman, Princeton, N.J.*
Friday, 15 September 2006

(0845) Bus departs from Hotel Park Inn; 0915 from Hotel Concorde

0930 Session VI: The Shanghai Cooperation Organisation
chair: Gudrun Wacker, Berlin
speaker: Pan Guang
discussant: V.R. Raghavan, New Delhi

1000 plenary debate

1030 coffee break, SWP lobby

1045 Session VII: Asean
chair: David Shambaugh, Washington
speaker: Rizal Sukma, Jakarta
discussant: Jürgen Haacke

1115 plenary debate

1145 Session VIII: Asean Regional Forum/CSCAP
chair: Shin-wha Lee, Seoul
speaker: Yeo Lay Hwee, Singapore
discussant: Carlyle A. Thayer

1215 plenary debate

1245 buffet lunch, SWP lobby

1430 Session IX: Asean+3/East Asian Summit
chair: Gudrun Wacker
speaker: Shin-wha Lee
discussant: Gilbert Rozman

1500 plenary debate

1530 coffee break, SWP lobby

1545 Session X: A European Role?
chair: V.R. Raghavan
speaker: Tomasz Kozlowski, Brussels
discussant: Jean-Pierre Cabestan

1615 plenary debate

1645 Closing Remarks
Clara Joewono; David Shambaugh; Gudrun Wacker